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Over nearly two decades, OVP Productions has developed a highly regarded reputation for client satisfaction.

Working with top networks such as ESPN, NFL Network and popular shows like Access Hollywood, we expertly provide the
required equipment and production staff to ensure that your broadcast team feels prepared and confident while on air.  We
also specialize in handling breaking news assignments providing up-to-the minute footage for cross-platform distribution.

Serving the bustling areas of New York, New Jersey, and Pennsylvania, OVP understands the demand for quality and 
innovative video production in a corporate setting. Our proficiency in the industry has enabled us to develop and nurture strong 
relationships and continuously deliver quality work. Whether your project requires shooting on site at your offices or at a remote 
location anywhere in the country, we provide an accomplished team of professionals and the finest equipment to capture the perfect
footage to meet your needs.

OVP works closely with each client to ensure a full understanding of the marketing goals and then produces a video concept
to match. From hotels and resorts, to bars, restaurants, and more, we will design, budget, and produce exactly what you need to take
your promotional efforts to the next level.  

OVP has extensive experience in producing documentaries of all depths, styles, and sizes.  We work on small projects as well
as large, complex feature length products such as the film “Every Little Step”, a documentary about the revival of the Broadway favorite
“A Chorus Line.”

Professionalism mixed with experience, creativity and a desire to produce the best work in the Tri-State area, is what makes
OVP the trusted name in video production.  Call us today at 732.995.5001.

A Message from the Owner:
Welcome to the first issue of the OVP Crews Newsletter.  I am thrilled to bring you the latest news on 
Orlando Video Productions.  As the founder and owner of OVP Video Productions, I want to share more
about my company with you on a regular basis.  You will learn about the OVP team as well as join us as we
look back on the exemplary work we have done in the past month – from covering the ups and downs of
the NFL season to getting up close with Royal Caribbean to touring the 9/11 Museum – we have many in-
teresting and behind-the-scenes shots to share with you.  And, we’d love to hear from you.  Please contact
us at 732.995.5001 or email me at orlando.video@yahoo.com. Please share this newsletter with any-
one in need of an experienced, top-quality full-service video production company. 

Thanks,

Dominic Orlando 
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We've got state of the art gear
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ARRI Amira 4K HD Camera with Prime Lenses

Panasonic AF100 with Prime Lenses Panasonic HDX900 HD Cameras

The state of the art unmanned aerial vehicle captures amazing photographs and
video enabling aerial views like never before. Capture high resolution photos and
videos up to 300 feet to get the perfect shot at the precise height and location.

Here's the ARRI ready to capture basketball.

DJI UAV Inspire One

OVP Productions has equipment to meet all your video production needs.  We continuously update our gear to keep pace with evolving
technology and proudly offer our clients the latest state of the art equipment available today.  
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Look what we've been up to lately

We‘re with NFL Network’s Ian Rapoport all season for the latest news
and information.

All set for ESPN College Gameday
with Gene Wojciechowski.
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NFL keeps us and the ball playersWe caught Eagles QB Carson Wentz
pregame stretch on the field.

Bob shoots pregame elements in Giants locker
room for NFL Network.

The morning after Baker Mayfield won the
Heisman, we were ready for his ESPN inter-
view with Hannah Storm.

Kevin’s staked out for player arrivals at
MetLife Stadium.

Mark’s standing by for live shots with ESPN’s Sal Paolantonio at
Lincoln Financial Field.
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When an NFL team makes changes during the season,
you’ve got to be ready to react.  Covering John Mara
Giants presser for the NFL Network after Ben McAdoo
and Jerry Reese firings.  

We made sure Sal Paolantonio got an ESPN postgame
interview with Alshon Jeffery on the field after the Eagles
win another one.

Dallas Cowboy Ezekiel Elliott arrives at NFL HQ for his hearing.

Riding along for an exclusive with Eagles Head Coach
Doug Pederson and Sal Paolantonio en route to Lincoln
Financial Field before kickoff. 

Steve Spagnuolo takes the helm as Giants head coach.

One week after not starting his first ever game as a NY Giants QB,
Eli Manning was back on the field getting ready for the Cowboys.
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Giants’ Landon Collins arrival to the stadium as captured
by Ian.

Load in at MetLife Stadium starts at 4:30am Sundays for our
OVP Crews team.
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Mike Garafolo of NFL Network after confetti drop at opening of
the new NFL Experience.

Dominic shoots Cardinals Carson Palmer and Josh
Mauro take the field.

Standing by with Carson Wentz for his ESPN postgame talk-
back.
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Spent the day at Villanova shooting college hoops promos for
ESPN with Jalen Brunson, Coach Jay Wright and more.

Courtside with Jared Greenberg’s postgame interview with
Paul George for NBA TV.

We had ESPN’s Philadelphia All Access Day covered with
Stephen A. Smith and Joel Embiid of the 76ers.

Our OVP Crews team of Dominic Orlando, Chuck Calhoun
and Bob Hartman spent the day making some ESPN TV in
Philadelphia. 

Carmelo Anthony returns to MSG for the first time as a
member of the Oklahoma City Thunder.

The ARRI Amira and Prime lenses were the perfect choice
for our NBA Entertainment shoot with Commissioner Adam
Silver in New York City.
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Our work extends beyond the football fields and basketball
courts. We had the honor of touring the National September 11
Memorial & Museum with the Seton Hall men's basketball team
ahead of their “Never Forget Tribute Classic”. 

From cruise ships to football fields, we bring the best quality equip-
ment on every shoot. Dominic used one of our new ARRI Amira
cameras at a Royal Caribbean event to get documentary style
footage no other type of camera would have been able to capture.

Getting ready for some cool aerial shots for ESPN’s College Game-
day’s coverage of Army vs. Navy.
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Bob Hartman has been part of our OVP
Crews team for more than four years. With a
background in news and audio, Bob has
done everything from interviews with key 
political figures to sound mixing at big time
concerts (where he can also pick up some
pointers since he loves to play the guitar).
He's been married for 22 years and you’ll
often hear him brag about his two daughters.
Alex is a senior at Monmouth University who
has made the Dean's List each semester and
is vp of her sorority. She’ll be heading to
graduate school for nursing next. Jessica, a
senior at Howell High School, is captain of
the girls varsity volleyball team which just 
finished making it to the Shore Conference State Tournament for the first time in six years. She hasn’t
committed to any college yet, but she just made the OCVBC National Travel Team! Back to the doting
dad … Bob talks to everyone, makes them feel comfortable in front of the camera and knows how to
rock the flannel shirt!
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Get to Know Our Team

Dominic and Kimberly extend their warmest wishes
to you for a Happy New Year! 

Let’s plan to work together in 2018!
Call us at 732.995.5001


